
FULL SIZE,  
AMBIDEXTROUS DESIGN
Made to fit left-and right- 
handed students and provide 
comfortable use, even all  
day long. 

BUILT BY LOGITECH
Delivers the quality and  
durability you’ve come to 
expect from Logitech as  
the mouse experts. 

Logitech B100  
Wired Mouse for Education 
Putting control in the palm of students’ hands

THE VALUE OF EASY NAVIGATION

A COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION

MEET THE B100 FOR EDUCATION

Students should be able to focus on their work, not their technology equipment. The 
simple addition of a mouse to a Chromebook or laptop can make all the difference in a 

student’s everyday world by offering them a choice in how to work. A mouse may enable 
more effective navigation of long web pages or detailed learning apps. The result?

Simplicity and control that builds confidence and supports happy learners. 

At Logitech, we are curious lifelong learners, constantly 
questioning and inventing. We are relentless in our  
pursuit of tools that make an impact. 

This passion drives us every day to design innovative  
products that create transformational and accessible  
experiences for students, teachers and schools. 

Supporting education is inherent to our mission as we 
know that today’s students are tomorrow’s innovators.

BROAD COMPATIBILITY
Works with devices students 
commonly use, plus it’s a 
Works With Chromebooks 
certified product.

800 dpi optical tracking 
makes sure students can  
effectively and easily move 
the cursor, select text and  
surf the web.

SMOOTH OPTICAL TRACKING



Our products are designed to work 
without fail but should a problem 
occur, we’ve got your back.

RUGGED DURABILITY

Our education products are 
drop-tested to withstand falls from 
standard school desk heights. 

Contact Logitech Education Sales
Education@Logitech.com

© 2021 Logitech. Logitech, Logi, and their logos are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of Logitech 
Europe S.A. or its affiliates in the U.S. and/or other 
countries. All other trademarks are the property 
of their respective owners.  Logitech assumes no 
responsibility for any errors that may appear in this 
publication.  Product, pricing, and feature information 
contained herein is subject to change without notice.

1 Tested to withstand 2,700 wipe cycles with alcohol; equal 
to 5 classroom sessions per day, 180 classroom days per year 
over 3 years.

2 This product has been certified by Logitech to meet Google’s 
compatibility standards. Google is not responsible for the 
operation of this product or its compliance with safety 
requirements.

3 Spine Journal, “Are Radiologic Changes in the Thoracic and 
Lumbar Spine of Adolescents Risk Factors for Low Back Pain 
in Adults? A 25-Year Prospective Cohort Study of 640 School 
Children”, Mette Harreby MD, Kirsten Neergaard MD, Grete 
Hesselsoe MD, Jacob Kjer MD; November 1995, Volume 20, 
Issue 21, p2298-2302, https://journals.lww.com/spinejournal/
Abstract/1995/11000/Are_Radiologic_Changes_in_the_
Thoracic_and_Lumbar.7.aspx

PLUG-AND-PLAY USB 
COMPATIBILITY

3-YEAR WARRANTY WITH 
CUSTOMER CARE SUPPORT

For students with

still-developing 
motor skills, 
a mouse may be easier to use 
effectively than a trackpad for 
some tasks.

Get students and teachers 
working easily with has-
sle-free setup — simply plug 
the mouse into the USB port 

EASY CLEANABILITY

Designed & tested to withstand 
cleaning and disinfecting after 
each use, supporting safe, long-
term, shared use1. 

Every one of our 
education products 
has been designed 
with the needs of 
schools in mind. 
When you choose 
Logitech for your 
school, you can 
count on:

WHY IT MATTERS

READY TO GET STARTED?

B100 WIRED MOUSE SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

# OF BUTTONS

CONNECTIVITY

TRACKING

RESOLUTION

CABLE LENGTH

COMPATIBILITY, 
OPERATING SYSTEM

COMPATIBILITY, 
HARDWARE

SUSTAINABILITY 
CERTIFICATIONS

WARRANTY

PART NO. 

B100 WIRED MOUSE FOR EDUCATION

3

USB, Wired

Optical

800 dpi

5.9ft/180cm

Works with Chromebook Certified

3 years with Customer Care support

910-001439

Chrome™ OS 2  
Windows Vista®, Windows® 7, 8, 10 or later 

Mac® OS X 10.3.9 or later  
Linux® kernel 2.4+

RoHS, REACH, California Prop 65 
Made from Post-Consumer Recycled Plastic

Helping students work 
more efficiently builds 
their confidence and 
supports better

engagement  
in learning.

Using a mouse 
supports students’ 
current and 

long-term 
health
 by allowing them 
to work in a more 
ergonomically 
friendly manner 
than a trackpad.3 

Students feel more 

confident 
when frustrations due 
to hard-to-use tools are 
removed as they may 
attribute the inability 
to work efficiently to be 
a reflection on them vs 
the technology.


